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Critics of the Book of Mormon have often claimed that the personal name Alma is a cultural anachronism. Some have contended that Alma is a feminine, Latin-based name and that its appearance in the Book of Mormon demonstrates that the book is not what Joseph Smith claimed it to be. This challenge was answered in 1973 when Hugh Nibley pointed out that in one of the Bar-Kokhba documents, dated to the second century A.D., a lease written in Hebrew contains the name “Alma ben Judah.”¹

Recently, Paul Hoskisson, professor of Ancient Scripture at Brigham Young University, examined this document and concluded that 'lm' or lmh, (as it is also spelled in the document) is a common Hebrew masculine name with a possible meaning of “lad of God.”²

Additionally, in the archive of Ebla, the personal name “Alma” is found at least eight times in six separate documents dated to the end of the third millennium B.C. (On two of the tablets the name occurs twice.) In cuneiform the name is written al₆-ma. Initially there was uncertainty on the part of some scholars about the reading of the first sign al₆ (this is reflected by the sign being rendered AL₆ in the transliterations of texts 1, 2 and 7 below). However, the reading al₆ has now been established at Ebla.³ Furthermore, scholars have understood and transliterated this name as Semitic (indicated by the name being written in italics in the transliteration), meaning that it is in the same basic language family as Hebrew. At the end of this article I have included a transliteration and translation of each of the passages in which the name is found.

These documents are all administrative in nature with the person Alma involved in various types of transactions. In several of the texts (5, 6 and 8), the name Alma is associated with the
ancient city of Mari. In text 8, Alma is referred to as a “merchant” (lú-kar) from Mari. It is not certain whether one individual is being referred to a number of times or if there are different people, each named Alma.

Of course, the occurrence of the name “Alma” in sources outside of the Book of Mormon does not necessarily prove that the book is true, especially since the time separating the texts in which the name is found is very great. However, the fact that Alma at Ebla and Alma in the Bar-Kokhba letters brackets the time Lehi left Jerusalem certainly allows the possibility that the name could have been part of the cultural tradition that Lehi and his family took with them to the new promised land. At the very least the claim by Book of Mormon critics that Alma is a feminine, Latin-based name which Joseph borrowed is greatly weakened. If Joseph was familiar with the name, he most likely knew it as a feminine name. That being the case, why would he have used the name for a male character? The fact that we now know that Alma is a good Semitic masculine name, which Joseph could not have possibly known, is further evidence that the Book of Mormon is exactly what Joseph Smith claimed it was.

**Occurrences of Alma at Ebla**

1) *Archivi Reali di Ebla, Testi* VII 16 (TM.75.G.1368) r. V - 5 tar bar₆:kù / AL₆ -ₘₐ - “Alma received thirty shekels of silver.”

2) *Archivi Reali di Ebla, Testi* VII 16 (TM.75.G.1368) r. VIII 3 - 10 gín DILMUN bar₆:kù / AL₆ -ₘₐ - “Alma received 10 ‘Dilmun’ shekels of silver.”

3) *Studi Eblaiti* IV p. 155 (TM.75.G.1559) r. I 6 - 10 gín DILMUN bar₆:kù / al-ma - “Alma received 10 Dilmun shekels of silver.”
4) *Studi Eblaiti* IV p. 155 (TM.75.G.1559) v. IV 4 1 - GİŞ-šú bar₆:kù / 5 ma-na bar₆:kù / 2 ku₆ zabar / 1 aktum-TÚG 1 ib-ša₆-TÚG 1 níg-lá-gaba / 1 níg-lá-sag / 1 gír mar-tu KA / alma / níg-AN.AN.AN.AN / ga-surₖₐᵊ - “Alma offers (a variety of objects) to the gods of Gasur.”

5) *Mari Annales de Recherches Interdisciplinaries* 4 p. 76 (TM.75.G.2277) v. IX 18 - (2+2 garments) NE-NE al₆-ma šu-du₈ ma-ᵊₖᵊ - “PN and Alma deposit 2+2 garments as a pledge at Mari.”

6) *Mari Annales de Recherches Interdisciplinaries* 4 p. 78 (TM.75.G.2507) r. XIX ₮₉-19 - 20 gín DILMUN bar₆:kù níg-ba en-na₄-d₆ da-gan ma-ᵊₖᵊ 10 gín DILMUN bar₆:kù níg-ba al₆-ma ma-ᵊₖᵊ - “20 Dilmun shekels of silver are the gift of PN, 10 Dilmun shekels of silver are the gift of Alma of Mari.”

7) *Orientalia* 54 p. 13 (TM.75.G.2542) r. II 6-14 - ša-pi bar₆:kù níg-ba à-zi AL₆-ma - “2/3 of a mina of silver are the gift of PN and Alma.”
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